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Human Genome Epidemiology, 2nd EditionOxford University Press, 2010

	The first edition of Human Genome Epidemiology, published in 2004, discussed how the epidemiologic approach provides an important scientific foundation for studying the continuum from gene discovery to the development, applications and evaluation of human genome information in improving health and preventing disease. Since that time,...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2012

	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to drive powerful business results with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011! Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll learn how to orchestrate successful CRM projects, automate processes, create more efficient workflows, optimize...
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The Biology of Schwann Cells: Development, Differentiation and ImmunomodulationCambridge University Press, 2007


	It is now over 200 years since Theodore Schwann first described

	the cell which bears his name. Such early descriptions of nervous

	system components were done without the powerful microscopes

	we have today, yet Schwann and Ramon Y. Cajal made foundation

	observations which still stand. Cajal’s papers, especially, show the...
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Instant Ember.js Application Development How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	Ember.js is a frontend web development framework that organizes your JavaScript into clean, reusable code. With its powerful tools and concepts at your disposal you can create large scale web applications that rival native applications.


	No matter how big your application gets, Ember.js makes your code manageable.

...
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Big Data Application Architecture Q&A: A Problem - Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Big Data)Apress, 2013

	Big Data Application Architecture Pattern Recipes provides an insight into heterogeneous infrastructures, databases, and visualization and analytics tools used for realizing the architectures of big data solutions. Its problem-solution approach helps in selecting the right architecture to solve the problem at hand. In the process of...
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Core JSPPrentice Hall, 2000
In recent years, a large amount of software development activity has migrated from the client to the server. The client-centric model, in which a client executes complex programs to visualize and manipulate data, is no longer considered appropriate for the majority of enterprise applications. The principal reason is deployment—it is a...
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Critical Infrastructure Protection in Homeland Security: Defending a Networked NationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A scientific approach to the new field of critical infrastructure protection
    

    This book offers a unique scientific approach to the new field of critical infrastructure protection: it uses network theory, optimization theory, and simulation software to analyze and understand how infrastructure sectors evolve,...
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Object-Oriented and Classical Software EngineeringMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	"Classical and Object-Oriented Software Engineering, 7/E" presents an excellent introduction to software engineering fundamentals, covering both traditional and object-oriented techniques. The coverage of both Agile processes and Open Source Software has been considerably expanded. In addition, the Osbert Oglesby running case study...
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Business Calculus DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	Take the FEAR OUT of Business Calculus


	Business Calculus Demystified clarifies the concepts and processes of calculus and demonstrates their applications to the workplace. Best-selling math author Rhonda Huettenmueller uses the same combination of winning step-by-step teaching techniques and real-world business and...
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Introduction to Semiconductor Devices: For Computing and Telecommunications ApplicationsCambridge University Press, 2010

	This volume offers a solid foundation for understanding the most important devices used in the hottest areas of electronic engineering today, from semiconductor fundamentals to state-of-the-art semiconductor devices in the telecommunications and computing industries. Kevin Brennan describes future approaches to computing hardware and RF power...
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Data Structures & Algorithms in Swift: Implementing practical data structures with Swift 4Razeware LLC, 2018

	Learn data structures and algorithms in Swift! Understanding how data structures and algorithms work in code is crucial for creating efficient and scalable apps. Swift’s Standard Library has a small set of general purpose collection types, yet they definitely don’t cover every case! In this book, you’ll learn how to...
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DevOps for Serverless Applications: Design, deploy, and monitor your serverless applications using DevOps practicesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Set up complete CI and CD pipelines for your serverless applications using DevOps principles

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand various services for designing serverless architecture
	
			Build CD pipelines using various cloud providers for your serverless applications
	...
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